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Introduction 
ARQ is one of key technologies that provide reliable transmissions. In IEEE 802.16 standard, an ARQ 
connection may exist between Base-Station (BS) and Mobile Station (MS). If either a BS or an MS as a 
receiver having an ARQ connection fails to receive a block, it requests a sender to retransmit the missing 
block by transmitting ACKnowledgement (ACK) message. Due to the overhead for retransmission, it takes 
longer to complete transmission when utilizing ARQ. In case that Relay Stations (RSs) are deployed, a 
block on an ARQ connection should be passed through multiple RSs with increased hop counter, which 
makes transmission latency longer accordingly. Since a transmitter possibly fails to transmit a block in each 
wireless link, an RS may receive an erroneous block, where only a single bit can be incorrect. Nevertheless, 
the whole bits of the block are useless because it is impossible to recover the block. Therefore, it does not 
need to forward the entire corrupt block to the next destination even on an ARQ connection. 

For this reason, in order to reduce the overall latency when using an ARQ connection through multiple RSs 
over multi-hop, RSs should provide fast recovery of an erroneous block. In this proposal, we provide new 
scheme called fast recovery to make block retransmission for an ARQ connection fast. 

Proposal 
 
An ARQ connection is assumed to be established through multiple RSs over several hops. When an RS 
receives an erroneous block from either MR-BS or RS, it does not need to forward the corrupt block to the 
next destination. Instead, it requests the transmitter to retransmit the corrupt block by sending a 
retransmission request at the next UL relay zone as soon as possible. For this purpose, a transmitter may 
keep the transmitted blocks for a while. On successful reception of a block, it continues to relay received 
block to the next destination. This scheme called fast recovery allows each RS supporting an ARQ 
connection to recover corrupt block fast, and thus, resulting in reducing retransmission latency when an 
ARQ connection is established. Both MR-BS and RS shall be aware of the fast recovery, which accelerate 
ARQ operations intermediately when block transmission failures occur at the wireless links. All of RSs do 
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not need to provide fast recovery necessarily, and so, both MR-BS and MS can establish ARQ connection 
successfully without providing fast recovery.  

 

Figure 1 Intermediate ARQ 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a Intermediate ARQ. When RS1 recognizes the received block is corrupt by 
checking CRC, it drops and requests a retransmission of the corrupt block. On reception of the request, 
MR-BS retransmits the corrupt block to RS1, and then, RS1 forwards the received block to RS2. 
 
In order to configure RSs for ARQ connection establishment, MR-BS utilizes the path management scheme 
provided by [1]ARQ connection can be configured by using DSA-REQ..  
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Text Proposal 
 
[Insert the text at the section 6.3.4.6.4 as follows] 
 
Either an MR-BS or an MS may establish an ARQ connection between them across multiple RSs through 
multi-hop (as defined in 6.3.25). In this case, intermediate RS may request missing ARQ block to the MR-
BS or other intermediate RS, which is located at one-hop distance in a relay zone by transmitting ACK 
management message represented by ARQ Feedback IE (as defined in 6.3.4.2). This scheme is called 
intermediate ARQ. The intermediate ARQ operations provided by intermediate RSs and MR-BS follow the 
procedures for normal ARQ operations defined in Section 6.3.4.6 except managing ARQ window. They 
shall be complementary for the normal ARQ operations (as defined in 6.3.4.1~6.3.4.3) established between 
both the MR-BS and the MS, and thus, being conducted with it. For intermediate ARQ operations, an 
intermediate RS can contain unacknowledged ARQ block until at least one of three conditions is satisfied. 
(1) a timer for ARQ_BLOCK_LIFETIME is expired; (2) ARQ block is acknowledged by ARQ Feedback 
IE transmitted for intermediate ARQ; (3) ARQ block is acknowledged by MR-BS or MS for the normal 
ARQ operations. Intermediate RS can recognize whether an ARQ block, which is temporarily contained in 
it, is acknowledged from ARQ Feedback IE for normal ARQ operations. Intermediate ARQ shall not 
influence ARQ windows for normal ARQ operations managed by both the MR-BS and the MS. An MR-BS 
does not retransmit an ARQ block acknowledged by intermediate RS even when the ARQ block is 
unacknowledged by an MS. 
Figure XXX shows an example of intermediate ARQ. In this figure, an ARQ block with BSN set 3 is 
corrupted. RS1 transmits ACK with BSN set 4 so that MR-BS retransmits the corrupted ARQ block. Each 
RS can remove acknowledged ARQ block while RS2 can flush the ARQ block with BSN set 3 by receiving 
ARQ Feedback IE for normal ARQ operation from the MS. 
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